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While deterministic finite automata seem to be well understood, surprisingly many important prob-
lems concerning nondeterministic finite automata (nfa’s) remain open. One such problem area is the
study of different measures of nondeterminism in finite automata and the estimation of the sizes of
minimal nondeterministic finite automata. In this paper the concept of communication complexity is
applied in order to achieve progress in this problem area. The main results are as follows:
1. Deterministic communication complexity provides lower bounds on the size of nfa’s with
bounded unambiguity. Applying this fact, the proofs of several results about nfa’s with limited ambiguity
can be simplified and presented in a uniform way.
2. There is a family of languages KONk2 with an exponential size gap between nfa’s with
polynomial leaf number/ambiguity and nfa’s with ambiguity k. This partially provides an answer to
the open problem posed by B. Ravikumar and O. Ibarra (1989, SIAM J. Comput. 18, 1263–1282) and
H. Leung (1998, SIAM J. Comput. 27, 1073–1082). C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
Key Words: finite automata; nondeterminism; limited ambiguity; descriptional complexity; commu-
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper the classical models of one-way finite automata (dfa’s) and their nondeterministic
counterparts (nfa’s) [1] are investigated. While the structure and fundamental properties of dfa’s are
well understood, this is not the case for nfa’s. For instance, we have efficient algorithms for constructing
minimal dfa’s, but the complexity of approximating the size of a minimal nfa is still unresolved (whereas
finding a minimal nfa solves a PSPACE complete problem). Hromkovicˇ et al. [2] proved that the
gap between the length of regular expressions and the number of edges of corresponding nfa’s is
between n log2 n and n log n, but the exact relation is unknown. Another principal open question is
to determine whether there is an exponential gap between two-way deterministic finite automata and
two-way nondeterministic ones. The last partially successful attack on this problem was done in the late
seventies by Sipser [3], who established an exponential gap between determinism and nondeterminism
for so-called sweeping automata (the property of sweeping is essential [4]). The largest known gap for
the general case is quadratic [5].
Our main goal is to contribute to a better understanding of the power of nondeterminism in finite
automata (see [1, 6–8] for very early papers on this topic). We focus on the following problems:
1 This paper is a significantly revised version of a preliminary report that appeared under the title “Measures on nondeterminism
in finite automata” in Proc. of ICALP’00. Supported by DFG Grant Hr-1413-2 and the project “Descriptional Complexity and
Efficient Transformations of Formal Languages over Words, Trees, and Graphs” (Common Grant 864524 of DAAD and of the
Academy of Finland).
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1. The best known method for proving lower bounds on the size of minimal nfa’s is based on
nondeterministic communication complexity [9]. All other known methods are special cases of this
method. Are there methods that provide better lower bounds at least for some languages? How can one
prove lower bounds on the size of unambiguous nfa’s (unfa’s), that is nfa’s which have at most one
accepting computation for every word?
2. It is a well known fact [6, 7] that there is an exponential gap between the sizes of minimal
dfa’s and the sizes of minimal nfa’s for some regular languages. This is even known for dfa’s and
unfa’s [8, 10, 11], for unfa’s and nfa’s with constant ambiguity [8, 11], and for ufa’s with polynomial
ambiguity and nfa’s [12].2 But, it is open [11, 12] whether there exists an exponential gap between
the sizes of minimal nfa’s with constant ambiguity and the sizes of minimal nfa’s with polynomial
ambiguity.
3. The degree of nondeterminism is measured in the literature in three different ways. Let A
be an nfa. The first measure adviceA(n) equals the number of advice bits for inputs of length n, i.e.,
the maximum number of nondeterministic guesses in computations for inputs of length n. The second
measure leafA(n) determines the maximum number of computations for inputs of length n. ambigA(n)
as the third measure equals the maximum number of accepting computations for inputs of length at
most n. Obviously the second and third measure may be exponential in the first one. The question is
whether the measures are more specifically correlated.
To attack these problems we establish some new bridges between automata theory and communication
complexity. The communication complexity of two-party protocols was introduced by Yao [14] (and
implicitly considered by Abelson [15], too). The initial goal was to develop a method for proving lower
bounds on the complexity of distributive and parallel computations (see, for instance, [9, 16–18]). Due to
the well-developed, nontrivial mathematical machinery for determining the communication complexity
of concrete problems (see, for instance, [9, 18–24]), communication complexity has established itself
as a subarea of complexity theory. The main contributions of the study of communication complexity
lie especially in proving lower bounds on the complexity of specific problems and in comparing the
power of different modes of computation.
Here, for the first time, communication complexity is applied for the study of nondeterministic finite
automata, with the emphasis on the trade-off between the size and the degree of nondeterminism of
nfa’s. Our procedure is mainly based on the following facts:
(i) The theory of communication complexity contains deep results about the nature of nonde-
terminism (see, e.g., [25, 26]) that use the combinatorial structure of the communication matrix as the
computing problem representation.
(ii) In [9, 27, 28], the nonuniform model of communication protocols for computing finite func-
tions was extended to a uniform model for recognizing languages in such a way that several results about
communication complexity can be successfully applied for uniform computing models like automata.
Combining (i) and (ii) with the building of new bridges between communication complexity and
nfa’s we establish the following main results.
1. Let cc(L) resp. ncc(L) denote the deterministic resp. nondeterministic communication com-
plexity of L . It is well known that 2cc(L) and 2ncc(L) are lower bounds on the sizes of the minimal dfa for
L and a minimal nfa for L respectively. First we show that there are regular languages L for which there
is an exponential gap between 2ncc(L) and the minimal size of nfa’s for L . This means that the lower
bound method based on communication complexity may be very weak. Then we show as a somewhat
surprising result that 2
√
cc(L)/k − 2 is a lower bound on the size of nfa’s with ambiguity k for L . We
furthermore show that Rank(M)1/k −1 is a lower bound for the number of states for nfa’s with ambiguity
k, where M is a communication matrix associated with L . It is possible that this lower bound is always
better than the first one (see [18] for a discussion of the quality of the so-called rank lower bound on
communication complexity).
2 We apologize for claiming the above results as our contribution in the extended abstract of this paper [13] instead of referring
to [8, 10–12].
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As a corollary we present a sequence of regular languages NIDm such that the size of a minimal nfa is
linear in m, while the size of every unfa for NIDm is exponential in m. This substantially simplifies the
proofs of similar results in [8, 10].
2. We establish the relation
adviceA(n), ambig(n)A ≤ leafA(n) ≤ O(adviceA(n) · ambigA(n))
for any minimal nfa A. Observe that the upper bound on leafA(n) implies that minimal unambiguous
nfa’s may have at most O(adviceA(n)) ⊆ O(n) different computations on any input of size n, and
an exponential gap between adviceA(n) and leafA(n) is possible only if the degree of ambiguity is
exponential in n.
Furthermore we show that leafA(n) is always either bounded by a constant or at least linear but
polynomially bounded, or otherwise at least exponential in the input length.
3. We present sequence of regular languages other than in [12] with an exponential gap between
the size of nfa’s with exponential ambiguity and nfa’s with polynomial ambiguity. This result is obtained
by showing that small nfa’s with polynomial ambiguity for the Kleene closure (L#)∗ imply small unfa’s
that work correctly on a polynomial fraction of inputs. Our technique is more general than the proof
method of Leung [12] and provides an essentially shorter proof.
Furthermore we describe a sequence of languages KONk2 such that there is an exponential gap between
the size of nfa’s with polynomial ambiguity and the size of nfa’s with ambiguity k. This provides a
partial answer to the open question [11, 12] whether there is an exponential gap between minimal nfa’s
with constant ambiguity and minimal nfa’s with polynomial ambiguity.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the basic definitions and fix the notation.
In order to increase the readability of this paper for readers who are not familiar with communication
complexity theory, we give more details about communication protocols and build the basic intuition
of their relation to finite automata. Section 3 is devoted to the investigation of the relation between the
size of nfa’s and communication complexity. Section 4 studies the relation between different measures
of nondeterminism in finite automata and presents the remaining results.
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
We consider the standard one-way models of finite automata (dfa’s) and nondeterministic finite
automata (nfa’s). For every automaton A, L(A) denotes the language accepted by A. The number of
states of A is called the size of A and denoted sizeA. For every regular language L we denote the size of
the minimal dfa for L by s(L) and the size of minimal nfa’s accepting L by ns(L). For every alphabet
, n = {x ∈ ∗ | |x | = n} and ≤n = {x ∈ ∗ | |x | ≤ n}.
For any nfa A and any input x we use the computation tree TA,x to represent all computations of A
on x . Obviously the number of leaves of TA,x is the number of different computations of A on x .
The ambiguity of an nfa A on an input x is the number of accepting computations of A on x , i.e.,
the number of accepting leaves of TA,x . If the nfa A has ambiguity one for all inputs, then A is called
an unfa and uns(L) denotes the size of a minimal unfa accepting L . More generally, if an nfa A has
ambiguity at most k for all inputs, then A is called a k-ambiguous nfa and nsk(L) denotes the size of a
minimal k-ambiguous nfa accepting L .
For every nfa A we measure the degree of nondeterminism as follows. Let  denote the alphabet of
A. For every input x ∈ ∗ and for every computation C of A on x we define advice(C) as the number
of nondeterministic choices during the computation C , i.e., the number of nodes on the path of C in
TA,x which have more than one successor. Then
adviceA(x) = max{advice(C) | C is a computation of A on x} and
adviceA(n) = max{advice(x) | x ∈ n}.
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For every x ∈ ∗ we define leafA(x) as the number of leaves of TA,x and set
leafA(n) = max{leaf (x) | x ∈ n}.
For every x ∈ ∗ we define ambigA(x) as the number of accepting leaves of TA,x and set
ambigA(n) = max{ambig(x) | x ∈ ≤n}.
Since a language need not contain words of all lengths we define ambiguity over all words of length
at most n which makes the measure monotone. Observe that the leaf and advice measures are monotone
as well.
Note that different definitions have been used by other authors; see, e.g., [29, 30], where the number
of advice bits is maximized over all inputs and minimized over all accepting computations on those
inputs. In this case there are nfa’s which use more than constant but less than linear (in the input length)
advice bits, but this behavior is not known to be possible for minimal nfa’s.
To prove lower bounds on the size of finite automata we shall use two-party communication com-
plexity. This widely studied measure was introduced by Yao [14] and is the subject of two monographs
[9, 18].
First, we introduce the standard, nonuniform model of (communication) protocols for computing
finite functions. A (two-party communication) protocol P consists of two computers CI and CI I of
unbounded computational power (sometimes called Alice and Bob in the literature) and a communication
link between them. P computes a finite function f : U ×V → Z in the following way. At the beginning
CI gets an input α ∈ U and CI I obtains an input β ∈ V . Then CI and CI I communicate according to
the rules of the protocol by exchanging binary messages until one of them knows f (α, β). CI and CI I
may be viewed as functions in this communication, where the arguments of CI (CI I ) are its input α (β)
and the whole previous communication history (the sequence c1, c2, . . . , ck of all messages exchanged
between CI and CI I up until now), and the output is the new message submitted. We also assume
that CI (CI I ) completely knows the behavior of CI I (CI ) in all situations (for all arguments). Another
important assumption is that every protocol has the prefix-freeness property. This means that for any
δ, γ ∈ U [V ], and any communication history c1, c2, . . . , ck , the message CI (δ, (c1, c2, . . . , ck)) is
no proper prefix of CI (γ, (c1, c2, . . . , ck)) (the message CI I (δ, (c1, c2, . . . , ck)) is no proper prefix of
CI I (γ, (c1, c2, . . . , ck))). Informally, this means that the messages are self-delimiting and we do not
need any special symbol marking the end of the message.
Formally, the computation of a protocol (CI , CI I ) on an input is a sequence c1, c2, . . . , cm , γ , where
ci ∈ {0, 1}+ for i = 1, . . . , m are the messages and γ ∈ Z is the result of the computation. The
communication complexity of the computation of P on an input (α, β) is the sum of the lengths of all
messages exchanged in the communication. The communication complexity of the protocol P , cc(P),
is the maximum of the communication complexities over all inputs from U × V .
Due to the prefix-freeness property of messages we have that if, for two computations c1, c2, . . . , cl , γ
and d1, d2, . . . , dr , δ, c1c2 . . . cl = d1d2, . . . , dr , then l = r , and ci = di for i = 1, . . . , l. So, if
Z = {0, 1} and a protocol allows m different computations, then its communication complexity must
be at least log2 m − 1.
The communication complexity of f , cc( f ), is the communication complexity of the best protocol
for f , i.e.,
cc( f ) = min{cc(P) | P computes f }.
The protocols whose computations consist of one message only (i.e., CI sends a message to CI I and
then CI I must compute the result) are called one-way protocols. For every finite function f ,
cc1( f ) = min{cc(P) | P is a one-way protocol computing f }
is the one-way communication complexity of f .
The representation of a finite function f : U × V → {0, 1} by the so-called communication matrix
is very helpful for investigating the communication complexity of f . The communication matrix of f
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000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
000 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
001 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
010 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
011 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
100 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
101 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
110 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
111 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
FIGURE 1
is the |U | × |V | Boolean matrix M f [u, v] defined by
M f [u, v] = f (u, v)
for all u ∈ U and v ∈ V . So, M f [u, v] consists of |U | rows and |V | columns. If one wants to fix this
representation (which is not necessary for the relation to the communication complexity of f ), one can
consider some kind of lexicographical order for elements in U and V . But, the special order of rows
and columns does not matter for our applications.
Figure 1 presents the communication matrix M f for the Boolean function f : {0, 1}3 × {0, 1}3 →
{0, 1} defined by
f ((x1, x2, x3)(y1, y2, y3)) = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ y1 ⊕ y2 ⊕ y3,
where ⊕ is addition modulo 2.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let U = {α1, . . . , αk}, V = {β1, . . . , βm} be two sets and let f : U × V → {0, 1}.
Let M f = [aαβ]α∈U,β∈V . For every α ∈ U , the row of α in M f is
rowα =
(
aαβ1 , aαβ2 , . . . , aαβm
)
.
For every β ∈ V , the column of β in M f is
columnβ =
(
aα1β, aα2β, . . . , aαkβ
)T
.
Row(M f ) is the number of different rows of M f .
A submatrix of M f is any intersection of a non-empty set of rows with a non-empty set of columns.
A δ-monochromatic submatrix δ ∈ {0, 1} of M f is any submatrix of M f whose elements are all equal
to δ (Fig. 1 depicts the 1-monochromatic submatrix that is the intersections of rows 001, 010, 100, and
111 with the columns 000, 011, 101, and 110).
Let S = {M1, M2, . . . , Mk} be a set of monochromatic submatrices of a Boolean matrix M f . We say
that S is a cover of M f if, for every element aαβ of M f , there exists an m ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that aαβ is
an element of Mm . We say that S is an exact cover of M f if S is a cover of M f and Mr ∩ Ms = ∅ for
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every r = s, r, s ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The tiling complexity of M f is
Tiling(Mp) = min{|S| | S is an exact cover of M f }.
The work of a protocol (CI , CI I ) for f can be viewed as a game on the communication matrix
M f . CI with input α knows the row rowα , CI I with input β knows the column columnβ , and they
have to determine f (α, β). A communication message c1 submitted from CI to CI I can be viewed
as the reduction of M f to a submatrix M f (c1) consisting of rows for which CI sends c1 because CI I
knows the behavior of CI . Similarly the second message c2 sent from CI I to CI restricts M f (c1) to
M f (c1, c2) which consists of the columns of M f (c1) for which CI I with the second argument c1 sends
c2. Whenever rowα (columnβ) of M f (c1, c2, . . . , ck) is monochromatic, CI (CI I ) knows the result. So,
every computation of (CI , CI I ) that finishes with 1 (0) defines a 1-monochromatic (0-monochromatic)
submatrix of M f . This means that all inputs (δ, µ) contained in this monochromatic submatrix have
the same computation of the protocol CI and CI I . So, (CI , CI I ) unambiguously determine an exact
cover of M f by monochromatic submatrices. More precisely, a protocol with k different computations
determines an exact cover of cardinality k. The immediate consequence is:
FACT 2.1. For every finite function f : U × V → {0, 1},
cc( f ) ≥ log2(Tiling(M f )).
Another important consequence is the following fact.
FACT 2.2. For every finite function f : U × V → {0, 1},
cc1( f ) = log2(Row(M f )).
Proof. For no two different rows rowα and rowδ , a one-way protocol computing f can send the
same message c because CI I cannot determine the result for any µ such that columnµ has different
values on the intersections with rowα and rowδ . On the other hand, Row(M f ) different messages are
enough (one message for a group of identical rows) to construct a one-way protocol for f .
Since the number of 1-monochromatic matrices in any exact cover of all ones in M f is a trivial upper
bound on the rank of M f , Fact 2.1 implies:
FACT 2.3. For every finite function f : U × V → {0, 1}, and every field F with neutral elements 0
and 1,
cc( f ) ≥ log2(RankF (M f )).
Let QI be the set of rational numbers. Since it is well known that
RankQI (M f ) = max{RankF (M f ) | F is a field with neutral elements 0 and 1}
we formulate Fact 2.3 as
cc( f ) ≥ log2(RankQ(M f ))
for every finite function f .
Now, we consider a nondeterministic communication complexity and its relation to some combina-
torial properties of M f . A nondeterministic protocol P computing a finite function f : U × V → {0, 1}
consists of two nondeterministic computers CI and CI I that have a nondeterministic choice from a finite
number of messages for every input argument. For any input (α, β) ∈ U × V , we say that P computes
1 (or that P accepts (α, β)) if there exists a computation of P on (α, β) that ends with the result 1.
So, P computes 0 for an input (α, β) (rejects (α, β)) if all computations of P on (α, β) end with the
2 Note that they do not need to estimate the coordinates of the intersection of rowα and columnβ .
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result 0. The nondeterministic communication complexity of P , denoted ncc(P), is the maximum of the
communication complexities of all accepting computations of P . The nondeterministic communication
complexity of f is
ncc( f ) = min{ncc(P) | P is a nondeterministic protocol computing f }.
Let ncc1( f ) denote the one-way nondeterministic communication complexity of f .
Similarly as in the deterministic case, every accepting computation of P for f unambiguously
determines a 1-monochromatic submatrix of M f and the union of all such 1-monochromatic submatrices
must cover all the 1’s of M f but no 0 of M f . The difference to the deterministic case is that these
1-monochromatic submatrices may overlap, which corresponds to the fact that P may have several
different accepting computations on a given input.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let M f be a Boolean matrix, and let S = {M1, M2, . . . , Mk} be a set of 1-
monochromatic submatrices of M f . We say that S is a 1-cover of M f if every 1 of M f is contained in
at least one of the 1-submatrices of S. We define
Cover(M f ) = min{|S| | S is a 1-cover of M f }.
FACT 2.4. For every finite function f : U × V → {0, 1},
ncc1( f ) = ncc( f ) = log2(Cover(M f )).
Proof. The above consideration showing that a nondeterministic protocol with m accepting com-
putations determines a 1-cover of M f of cardinality m implies
log2(Cover(M f )) ≤ ncc( f ).
Since ncc( f ) ≤ ncc1( f ) for every f , it is sufficient to prove ncc1( f ) ≤ log2(Cover(M f )). Let
S = {M1, . . . , Mm} be a 1-cover of M f . A one-way nondeterministic protocol (CI , CI I ) can work on
an input (α, β) as follows. CI with input α nondeterministically chooses one of the matrices of S with
a nonempty intersection with rowα and sends the binary code of its index i to CI I . If columnβ has a
nonempty intersection with Mi , then CI I accepts. Since log2 m message length suffices to code m
different messages, ncc(CI , CI I ) = log2 m.
The first trivial bridge [31] between automata and communication complexity says that
s(L) ≥ 2cc1( f2n,L ) and ns(L) ≥ 2ncc1( f2n,L ) (1)
for every regular language L ⊆ ∗ and every positive integer n, where f2n,L : n ×n → {0, 1}, f2n,L
(α, β) = 1 iff αβ ∈ L . The argument for this lower bound is very simple. Let A be a dfa (nfa) accepting
L with s(L) (ns(L)) states. Then a one-way protocol can compute f2n,L as follows. For an input α, CI
simulates the work of A on α and sends the name of the state q reached by A after reading α to CI I . CI I
continues in the simulation of the suffix β from the state q. If A accepts αβ, then (CI , CI I ) accepts (α, β).
Unfortunately, the lower bound (1) may be arbitrarily bad for both s(L) and ns(L) because this
nonuniform approach cannot completely capture the complexity of the uniform acceptance of L . We
shall overcome this difficulty in the next section.
3. COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY AND FINITE AUTOMATA
To improve lower bounds on s(L) and ns(L) by communication complexity, ˇDurisˇ et al. [27] (see also
[28, 31]) introduced uniform protocols and communication matrices of regular languages as follows.
For every regular language L ⊆ ∗, we define the infinite Boolean matrix ML = [aαβ]α∈∗,β∈∗ , where
aαβ = 1 iff αβ ∈ L .
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Since every regular language has a finite index (Myhill–Nerode theorem), the number of different rows
of ML is finite. So, we can again use the protocols as finite devices for accepting L .
DEFINITION 3.1. Let  be an alphabet and let L ⊆ ∗. A one-way uniform protocol over  is a pair
(CI , CI I ), where
(i) CI : ∗ → {0, 1}+ is a function with the prefix freeness property and {CI (α) | α ∈ ∗} is a
finite set, and
(ii) CI I : ∗ × {0, 1}∗ → {accept, reject} is a function.
We say that D = (CI , CI I ) accepts L , L(D) = L , if, for all α, β ∈ ∗:
CI I (β, CI (α)) = accept iff αβ ∈ L .
The message complexity of the protocol D is
mc(D) = |{CI (α) | α ∈ ∗}|
(i.e., the number of the messages used by D), and the message complexity of L is
mc(L) = min{mc(D) | D is a one-way uniform protocol accepting L}.
The communication complexity of D is
cc(D) = max{|CI (α)| | α ∈ ∗},
and the one-way communication complexity of L is
cc1(L) = min{cc(D) | D is a one-way uniform protocol accepting L}.
If one wants to give a formal definition of a one-way nondeterministic protocol over , it is sufficient
to consider CI as a function from ∗ to a finite subset of {0, 1}∗. The acceptance criterion of L changes to
(∃c ∈ CI (α) such that accept ∈ CI I (β, c)) ⇔ αβ ∈ L .
Let nmc1(L) [ncc1(L)] denote the one-way nondeterministic message [communication] complexity
of L . We observe that the main difference between uniform protocols and (standard) protocols is
the way the input is partitioned between CI and CI I . If a protocol D computes a Boolean function
f : {0, 1}r × {0, 1}s → {0, 1}, one can view this as the partition of inputs of f (from {0, 1}r+s) into
the prefix of r bits and a suffix of s bits (i.e., assigning the first r bits to CI and the rest to CI I ) and
a communication between CI and CI I in order to compute the value of f . A uniform protocol over
 considers, for every input α = α1α2 . . . αn ∈ n, n + 1 partitions of α [(λ, α), (α1, α2 . . . αn),
(α1α2, α3 . . . αn), . . . , (α1 . . . αn−1, αn), (α, λ)] and for each of these partitions it must accept (reject)
if α ∈ L (α ∈ L). This means that the matrices ML = [aα,β] are special Boolean matrices with
aλ,α1...αn = aα1,α2...αn = · · · = aα1...αn ,λ and a uniform protocol D for L must recognize the membership
of α to L for every partition of α between CI and CI I .
The following result from [27, 28] shows in fact that one-way uniform protocols are nothing else but
deterministic finite automata.
FACT 3.5. Let  be an alphabet. For every regular language L ⊆ ∗,
s(L) = mc(L) = Row(ML ).
The Idea of Proof. s(L) = Row(ML ) is just a reformulation of the Myhill–Nerode theorem. In
Section 2 we have already observed that Row(ML ) is exactly the number of different messages used by
an optimal one-way protocol.3
3 The fact that ML is infinite does not matter because ML has a finite number of different rows. Moreover, it would work for
an infinite number of different rows (i.e., for automata with an infinite number of states), too [32].
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Following the idea of the simulation of a finite automaton by a protocol in the nondeterministic case,
we have the following obvious fact [9].
FACT 3.6. For every alphabet  and every regular language L ⊆ ∗,
nmc(L) ≤ ns(L).
Fact 3.6 provides the best known lower bound proof technique on the size of minimal nfa’s. All
previously known techniques like the fooling set approach are special cases of this approach. Moreover
the fooling set method, which covers all previous efforts in proving lower bounds on ns(L), can (for
some languages) provide exponentially smaller lower bounds than the method based on nondeterministic
communication complexity [20].
The first question is therefore whether nmc(L) can be used to approximate ns(L). Unfortunately
this is not possible. Note that a result similar to Lemma 3.1 was also independently established by
Jira´skova [33].
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a sequence of regular languages {PARTn}∞n=1 such that
ns(PARTn) ≥ 2(
√
nmc(PARTn )).
Proof. Let PARTn = {xyz : |x | = |y| = |z| = n, and x = z ∨ x = y}. For the next considerations it
is important to observe that the condition x = z∨x = y is equivalent to the condition x = z∨x = y = z.
First we describe a nondeterministic uniform protocol (CI , CI I ) for PARTn which uses O(n2) messages.
Players CI and CI I compute the lengths lI , lI I of their inputs. CI communicates lI and CI I rejects
when lI + lI I = 3n. So we assume that lI + lI I = 3n in the following.
Case 1: lI ≤ n.
CI chooses a position 1 ≤ i ≤ lI and communicates i, xi , lI . CI I accepts, if xi = zi . Otherwise CI I
accepts if and only if y = z.
Observe that if x = z, then there is an accepting computation because there exists i such that xi = zi .
If however x = z, then CI I accepts iff y = z, that is iff x = y.
Case 2: n < lI ≤ 2n.
CI chooses a position 1 ≤ i ≤ n and communicates i, xi , lI . Furthermore, CI compares x1, . . . , xlI −n
with y1, . . . , ylI −n and sends the bit 1 if the strings are equal and the bit 0 if the strings are different.
CI I accepts if xi = zi . Otherwise (if xi = zi ) CI I compares ylI −n+1, . . . , yn with zlI −n+1, . . . , zn . If the
two strings are equal and the bit 1 was received, then CI I accepts and rejects otherwise.
Note that if x = z then there is an accepting computation. If not, then CI I accepts if and only if
x = y = z.
Case 3: 2n < lI ≤ 3n.
CI chooses a position lI − 2n < i ≤ n and communicates i, xi , lI . Furthermore CI compares x with
y. If x = y or x j = z j for 1 ≤ j ≤ lI − 2n, then CI accepts. Otherwise CI I accepts if and only if
xi = zi .
The protocol uses O(n2) messages, so nmc(PARTn) = O(n2).
Now, we prove that ns(PARTN ) ≥ 2n/2. Obviously, every nfa B accepting PARTn must have the
following properties:
(i) L1 = {xxx | x ∈ {0, 1}n} ⊆ L(B), i.e., there is an accepting computation of B on every word
xxx for x ∈ {0, 1}n , and
(ii) L(B)∩L2 = ∅ for L2 = {xyx | x, y ∈ {0, 1}n, x = y}, i.e., there is no accepting computation
of B on any word xyx with x = y, x, y ∈ {0, 1}n .
We prove that every nfa satisfying (i) and (ii) must have at least 2n/2 states. Let us assume the opposite.
Let A be a nfa with fewer than 2n/2 states that satisfies (i) and (ii). Since L1 ⊆ L(B), there exists an
accepting computation Cx on xxx for every x ∈ {0, 1}n . Let Pattern(Cx ) = (p, q), where p is the state
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of Cx after reading x and q is the state of Cx after reading xx. Since the number of states is smaller
than 2n/2, the number of different patterns is smaller than 2n = |{0, 1}|n . So, there exist two words
u, v ∈ {0, 1}n, u = v, such that Pattern(Cu) = Pattern(Cv) = (r, s) for some states r, s. This means
that starting to work from r on u as well as on v one can reach s after reading u or v. The immediate
consequence is that there are accepting computations of B on uvu and vuv as well. Since u = v, uvu
and vuv belong to L2, a contradiction with condition (ii).
Finding lower bound methods for ns(L) that provide results at most polynomially smaller than ns(L)
is one of the central open problems on finite automata. In the following, we concentrate on lower bounds
for nfa’s with constant ambiguity. Even for unambiguous automata no nontrivial general method for
proving lower bounds has been known up to now.
To introduce our method for proving lower bounds on nfa’s with bounded ambiguity we have to work
with the communication matrices for regular languages. In Fact 3.5 we have observed that every matrix
ML has a finite number of different rows, which is the index s(L) of the regular language L (this means
that there exists a s(L)×s(L) (finite) submatrix M of ML such that Row(M) = Row(ML ), RankF (M) =
RankF (ML ) for every field F with neutral elements 0 and 1, Tiling(M) = Tiling(ML ), and Cover(M) =
Cover(ML )). Thus, instead of introducing the general two-way uniform communication protocols, we
define the communication complexity of L , denoted cc(L), as the communication complexity of the
best protocol for the communication matrix ML . Because of the definition of ML , this approach covers
the requirement that the protocol correctly decides membership of any input to L for any prefix–suffix
partition of the input.
Before formulating the main result of this section we build our intuition about the connection between
cc(L) and uns(L). If one simulates an unambiguous automaton by a nondeterministic one-way protocol
in the standard way described above, then the resulting protocol is unambiguous, too. This means that
every 1 in ML is covered by exactly one accepting computation, i.e., the unfa A determines an exact
cover of all 1’s in ML of cardinality sizeA. The similarity to the deterministic communication complexity
is that any such protocol determines an exact cover of all elements of the communication matrix by
monochromatic submatrices. Some nontrivial results from communication complexity theory [25] are
needed to relate cc(L) and uns(L) via the outlined connection.
THEOREM 3.1. For every regular language L ⊆ ∗,
(a) uns(L) ≥ RankQI (ML ),
(b) nsk(L) ≥ RankQI (ML )1/k − 1,
(c) nsk(L) ≥ 2
√
cc(L))/k − 2.
Proof. Let A be an optimal unfa for L . A can be simulated by a one-way nondeterministic protocol as
follows: CI simulates A on its input and communicates the obtained state. CI I continues the simulation
and accepts-rejects accordingly. Obviously the number of messages is equal to sizeA and the protocol
works with unambiguous nondeterminism.
It is easy to see that the messages of the protocol correspond to sizeA many submatrices of the matrix
ML covering all ones exactly once. Hence the rank is at most sizeA and we have shown (a), which is the
rank lower bound on communication complexity [34] (see Fact 2.3 in Section 2).
For (b) observe that the above simulation induces a cover of the ones in ML so that each one is covered
at most k times. By the following fact from [25] we are done:
FACT 3.7. Let κr (M) denote the minimal size of a set of submatrices covering the ones of a Boolean
matrix M so that each is covered at most r times. Then
(1 + κr (M))r ≥ Rank(M).
For the other claim again simulate A by a one-way k-ambiguous nondeterministic protocol with sizeA
messages.
The results of [25] (see also [22, 35]) imply that a k-ambiguous nondeterministic one-way protocol
with m messages can be simulated by a deterministic two-way protocol with communication log(mk+1) ·
k · log(m + 2). Thus
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cc(L) ≤ log(sizekA + 1
) · k · log(sizeA + 2) ≤ log2((sizeA + 2)k)
and (c) follow.
Before giving an application of the lower bound method we point out that neither 2
√
cc(L)) nor
RankQI (ML ) is a lower bound method capable of proving polynomially tight lower bounds on the
minimal size of unfa’s for all languages. In the first case this is trivial and in the second case it follows
from a modification of a result separating rank from communication complexity (see [18]). But the gap
between RankQI (ML ) and uns(L) may be bounded by a pseudo-polynomial function.
Now we apply Theorem 3.1 in order to present an exponential gap between ns(L) and uns(L) for a
specific regular language. Let, for every positive integer m, NIDm = {u ∈ {0, 1}∗ | ∃i : ui = ui+m}.
THEOREM 3.2. For every positive integer m
(i) NIDm can be recognized by an nfa A with ambiguity O(m) and size O(m).
(ii) Any nfa with ambiguity k for NIDm has size at least 2m/k − 1, and in particular any unfa for
NIDm must have 2m − 1 states.
(iii) No nfa with ambiguity o(m/ log m) for NIDm has polynomial size in m.
Proof.
(i) First the nfa guesses a residue i modulo m and then checks whether there is a position p ≡ i
mod m with u p = u p+m .
(ii) Observe that the submatrix spanned by all words u and v with u, v ∈ {0, 1}m is the
complement of the 2m × 2m identity matrix. The result now follows from the assertions (a) and b)
of Theorem 3.1.
(iii) is an immediate consequence of (ii).
We see that the proof of Theorem 3 is a substantial simplification of the proofs of similar results
presented in [8, 10].
4. DEGREES OF NONDETERMINISM IN FINITE AUTOMATA
It is easy to see that adviceA(n) ≤ leafA(n) ≤ 2O(adviceA(n)) and also that ambigA(n) ≤ leafA(n) for
every nfa A. The aim of this section is to investigate whether stronger relations between these measures
hold.
LEMMA 4.1. For all nfa A either
(a) adviceA(n) ≤ sizeA and leafA(n) ≤ sizesizeAA or
(b) adviceA(n) ≥ n/sizeA − 1 and leafA(n) ≥ n/sizeA − 1.
Proof. If some reachable state q of A belongs to a cycle in A and if q has two edges with the
same label originating from it such that one of these edges belongs to the cycle, then adviceA(n) ≥
(n − sizeA)/sizeA ≥ n/sizeA − 1. Otherwise for all words all states with a nondeterministic decision
are traversed at most once.
Our next lemma relates the leaf function to ambiguity. The initial idea is that a computation tree of
any minimal unfa A on any input w could look like the tree from Fig. 2. There is exactly one path
P from the root to a leaf (a computation) with several nondeterministic guesses and all paths having
only one vertex in common with P do not contain any nondeterministic branching. In other words, if
a computation branches into two computations P1 and P2, then at least one of P1 and P2 should be
completely deterministic. We are not able to verify this nice structure, but the next result shows that any
computation tree of a minimal unfa A is very thin because every level of this tree can contain at most
sizeA + 1 different computations.
In what follows a state q of an nfa A is called terminally rejecting if there is no word and no
computation of A such that A accepts when starting in q, i.e., δ∗(q, v) contains no accepting state for
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any word v. Clearly there is at most one terminally rejecting state in a minimal automaton, because
otherwise these states can be joined reducing the size. Call all other states of A undecided.
LEMMA 4.2. Every nfa A with at most one terminally rejecting state satisfies
leafA(x) ≤ ambigA(|x | + sizeA) · |x | · sizeA + 1
for all x.
Proof. Let k = ambigA(|x | + sizeA). If the computation tree consists only of nodes marked with
the terminally rejecting state, then the tree has just one leaf and the claim is trivial. For the general
case, consider a level of the computation tree of A on x that is not the root level. Assume that the
level contains more that k · sizeA nodes labeled with undecided states (called undecided nodes). Then
one undecided state q must appear at least k + 1 times on this level. There are k + 1 computations
of A on a prefix of x such that q is reached. If q is accepting, then the prefix of x is accepted with
k + 1 computations, a contradiction, since ambigA is monotone. If q is rejecting, but undecided, then
there is a word v of length at most sizeA such that v is accepted by some computation of A starting
in q. But then the prefix of x concatenated with v is accepted by at least k + 1 computations, a
contradiction.
Thus each level of the tree that is not the root level contains at most k · sizeA undecided nodes. Overall
there are at most |x | · k · sizeA + 1 undecided nodes.
Observe that each node has at most one terminally rejecting child. Thus the number of terminally
rejecting leaves is equal to the number of undecided nodes that have a terminally rejecting child. Hence
the number of terminally rejecting leaves is at most the number of undecided nodes minus the number
of undecided leaves. Thus the overall number of leaves is at most the number of terminally rejecting
leaves plus the number of undecided leaves which is at most the number of undecided nodes. So overall
there are at most k · |x | · sizeA + 1 leaves.
THEOREM 4.1. Every nfa A with at most one terminally rejecting state satisfies
adviceA(n), ambigA(n) ≤ leafA(n) ≤ O(ambigA(n) · adviceA(n)).
Especially for any such unfa: adviceA(n) = (leafA(n)).
Proof. Observe that for all n, ambigA(n) = (ambigA(n + O(1))), since ambigA is monotone and
at most exponential.
Next we further investigate the growth of the leaf function. Lemma 4.3 is a variation of a result
in [36].
LEMMA 4.3. For every nfa A, either leafA(n) ≤ (n · sizeA)sizeA or leafA(n) ≥ 2(n).
Proof. Assume that an nfa A contains some state q such that q can be reentered on two different
paths starting in q , where each path is labeled with the same word w. It is not hard to show that in
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this case there are two different paths from q to q labeled with a word w of length size2A − 1. Then the
computation tree of uwm (where u leads from the starting state to q) has at least 2m ≥ 2(n−sizeA)/size2A
leaves, where n = |uwm |.
Now assume that A does not contain such a state. Then, for each nondeterministic state q (i.e., a state
with more than one successor for the same letter) and any computation tree, the following holds: If q is
the label of a vertex v, then q appears in each level of the subtree of v at most once.
We prove by induction on the number k (k ≤ sizeA) of different nondeterministic states in a
computation tree that the number of leaves is at most (n · sizeA)k . The claim is certainly true if there are
no nondeterministic states.
Assume that there are k nondeterministic states, with some state q1 appearing first in the tree. Observe
that no level in the entire computation tree contains q1 more than once.
For each occurrence of q1 in the computation tree fix some child, so that the overall number of leaves
is maximized. We get a tree with one nondeterministic state less, and by the inductive hypothesis this
tree has at most (n · sizeA)k−1 leaves.
Since q1 appears at most once on each level and since there are at most sizeA children of q1 on each
level, there are at most (n · sizeA)k leaves.
Lemmas 2 and 4 give us
THEOREM 4.2. For every nfa A, leafA(n) is either bounded by a constant or in between linear and
polynomial in n, or otherwise 2(n).
Now, we consider the difference between polynomial and exponential ambiguity resp. polynomial and
exponential leaf number. We show that languages which have small automata of polynomial ambiguity
are related to the concatenation of languages having small unfa’s. If the language is a Kleene closure,
then one unfa accepts a large subset. Compare this to [29], where Kleene closures are shown to be
recognizable as efficient by nfa’s with constant advice as by dfa’s.
THEOREM 4.3. (a) Let L be an infinite regular language and A some nfa for L with polynomial
ambiguity. Then there are d ≤ sizeA languages Li such that L1 · · · Ld ⊆ L , Li is recognizable by an
unfa with O(sizeA) states, and
|L1 · · · Ld ∩ n|
|L ∩ n| = (1)
for infinitely many n.
(b) Let L = (K #)∗ for a regular language K not using the letter # and let A be some nfa for L with
polynomial ambiguity. Then, for all m, there is an unfa A′ with O(sizeA) states that decides L ′ ⊆ L
such that for infinitely many n
|L ′ ∩ (m ∩ K )#)n|
|((m ∩ K )#)n| = (1/poly(n)).
Proof. (a) Define the ambiguity graph of A in the following way: the nodes are the (reachable)
states of A and there is an edge from qi to q j if there are two paths from qi to q j in A, with the same
label sequence. Note that the ambiguity graph is acyclic iff the ambiguity of A is polynomially bounded
as we have seen in the proof of Lemma 4.
Now we construct an unfa Ai, j,k which accepts those words that lead in A from qi to q j and then via
one edge to qk . Here, we assume that the longest path from qi to qk in the ambiguity graph consists of
one edge and q j is reachable from qi in A, but not in the ambiguity graph. Moreover, we demand that
there is an edge in A from q j to qk .
The states of Ai, j,k are the states reachable in A from qi , but not reachable in the ambiguity graph
from qi , plus the state qk . The edges are as in A except that the only edges to qk come from q j . qi is the
start. Accepting state is qk . Li, j,k is the language accepted by Ai, j,k .
Now consider the words w ∈ L ∩ n . Each such word is accepted on some path in A leading from
q0 to some accepting state qa . Fix one such accepting state so that a constant fraction of all words
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w is accepted and make the other accepting states rejecting. On an accepting path for w the states
appear without violating the topological ordering of the ambiguity graph. So, we may fix a sequence
of states q0, qi1 , . . . , qa such that w ∈ L0,i1,i2 Li2,i3,i4 · · · Li2k−2,i2k−1,a . Since there are only finitely many
such sequences we are done.
(b) Similar to (a), we get k languages L1, . . . , Lk decidable by small unfa’s Ai such that
|L1 · · · Lk ∩ ((m ∩ K )#)n|
|((m ∩ K )#)n| = (1)
for infinitely many n.
A partition of the letters of words in (m#)n is given by mapping the nm letters to the k unfa’s. There
are at most ( nk−1) · (m + 1)k−1 possible partitions. So some partition must be consistent with accepting
paths for a fraction of 1/poly(n) of ((m ∩K )#)n . Fix one such partition. Then for each word w ∈ (m#)n
an unfa is responsible for some prefix u, followed by a concatenation of words of the form #m , and
finally a word of the form #v. For all i we fix a prefix ui , a suffix vi , and states qi , q ′i entered when
reading the first and final occurrence of #, such that as many words from ((m ∩ K )#)n as possible
are accepted under this fixing. At least a fraction of size−k/2O(mk) = 1/poly(n) of ((m ∩ K )#)n has
accepting paths consistent with this fixing.
If any Ai accepts less than a polynomial fraction (compared to the projection of ((m ∩ K )#)n to
the responsibility region of Ai ) then overall less than a polynomial fraction is accepted. Hence one Ai
can be found, where from qi a polynomial fraction of words in (m ∩ K )#)n/k leads to nonterminally
rejecting states in Ai . Making one nonterminally rejecting state reached by a # edge accepting and
removing the original accepting states yields an unfa that accepts the desired subset for infinitely
many n.
Applying Theorem 4.3 we can prove an exponential gap between nfa’s and nfa’s with polynomial am-
biguity. This proof is also substantially simpler than the proof of an exponential gap between polynomial
ambiguity and exponential ambiguity for the language (0 + (01∗)n−10)∗ in [12].
THEOREM 4.4. There is a family of languages KLm such that KLm can be recognized by an nfa with
advice (n), leaf 2(n), and size poly(m), while every nfa with polynomial leaf number–ambiguity needs
size at least 2(m) to recognize KLm.
Proof. Let LNDISJm = {x1 · · · xm · y1 · · · ym |xi , yi encode elements from a size m32 universe, and
the sets ∪i xi and ∪i yi intersect nontrivially}. Moreover, let KLm = (LNDISJm#)∗.
Given a polynomial ambiguity nfa for KLm , we get an unfa accepting a fraction of 1/poly(n) of
(LNDISJm#)n for infinitely many n by Theorem 4b. Then we simulate the unfa by a nondeterministic
communication protocol, where player CI receives all x and player CI I all y inputs. The protocol needs
O(n · log sizeA) bits to work correctly on a 1/poly(n) fraction of (LNDISJm#)n and has unambigu-
ous nondeterminism. A result from [26] implies that this task needs communication (nm) and thus
sizeA ≥ 2(m).
Thus, we have another strong separation between the size of automata with polynomial ambiguity
and the size of automata with exponential ambiguity. The situation seems to be more complicated, if one
compares constant and polynomial ambiguity. Ravikumar and Ibarra [11] and Leung [12] considered
it as the central open problem related to the degree of ambiguity of nfa’s. Here, we can only show
that there is a family KONm of languages with small size nfa’s of polynomial ambiguity, while nfa’s
of ambiguity
√
m are exponentially larger. In the following theorem we describe a candidate for a
language that has efficient nfa’s only when ambiguity is polynomial. Furthermore the language exhibits
an almost optimal gap between the size of unfa’s and polynomial ambiguity nfa’s. In the proof the
rank of the communication matrix of KONm is shown to be large by a reduction from the disjointness
problem.
THEOREM 4.5. Let KONm = {0, 1}∗0Mm0{0, 1}∗, where Mm contains all words in {0, 1}∗ with a
number of 1′s that is divisible by m. KONm can be recognized by an nfa A with ambigA(n), leafA(n) =
(n), and size m + 2, while any nfa with ambiguity k for KONm needs at least 2(m−1)/k − 2 states.
4 If the known results about communication complexity are for free (i.e., not included in the measurement of the proof difficulty).
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Proof. Since the upper bound of Theorem 4.5 is obvious, we focus on proving the lower bound.
Consider the communication problem for the complement of the disjointness predicate NDISJl . The
inputs are of the form x, y ∈ {0, 1}l , where x and y are interpreted as incidence vectors of subsets of
a size l universe. The goal is to find out whether the two sets have a nontrivial intersection. Note that
the rank of the communication matrix MNDISJl is 2l − 1. We reduce NDISJm−1 to KONm , i.e., identify a
submatrix of MKONm that is the communication matrix MNDISJm−1 .
Consider inputs to KONm of the form 01r1 . . . 01rt with t < m, 0 < ri , and {rt , rt + rt−1, . . . , rt +
· · · + r1} = s ⊆ {1, . . . , m − 1} with addition over ZZm . For any subset s ⊆ {1, . . . , m − 1} one can
find such an input xs . These 2m−1 inputs correspond to the rows of our submatrix.
For each subset s = {s1, . . . , st } ⊆ {1, . . . , m − 1} fix an input ys of the form 01r1 . . . 01rt with
t < m, 0 < ri , and {r1, r1 + r2, . . . , r1 + · · · + rt } = {m − s1, . . . , m − st }. These 2m−1 inputs
correspond to the columns of our submatrix.
Now consider the obtained submatrix: if s and r intersect nontrivially, then xs yr ∈ KONm . On the
other hand, if s and r are disjoint, then there is no subword 01 . . . 10 of xs yr which has a number of 1’s
divisible by m. So xs yr is not in KONm . We have identified a submatrix of rank 2m−1 − 1. Applying
Theorem 3.1(b) we obtain our lower bound.
For every constant m, the language KONm2 of Theorem 7 can be recognized with size O(m2), leaf
number and ambiguity (n), and advice (n), while every m−ambiguous nfa has size 2(m). Jurdzinski
[37] observed that KONm2 can be computed by nfa’s with constant ambiguity and size poly(m). Therefore
the analysis of Theorem 4.5 cannot be improved substantially. Jurdzinski’s observation also applies to
the language {0, 1}∗0k{0, 1}∗ which was proposed in [11] for separating constant from polynomial
ambiguity.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We have shown that communication complexity can be used to prove lower bounds on the size of
nfa’s with small ambiguity. This approach is limited, because for nontrivial bounds ambiguity has to be
smaller than the size of a minimal nfa. Is it possible to prove lower bounds for automata with arbitrarily
large, but constant ambiguity, when equivalent automata of small size and polynomial ambiguity exist?
In this context it would also be of interest to investigate the fine structure of languages with re-
gard to constant ambiguity. At best one could show exponential differences between the number of
states for ambiguity k and the number of states for ambiguity k + 1. Observe, however, that such an
increase in power is impossible provided that the size of unfa’s does not increase substantially under
complementation [38]. Analogous questions apply to polynomial and exponential ambiguity.
Are there automata with nonconstant but sublinear ambiguity? A negative answer establishes
Theorem 4.1 also for ambiguity as complexity measure.
Other questions concern the quality of communication as a lower bound method. How far can Rank
resp. 2
√
cc(L) be from the actual size of minimal unfa’s? Note that the bounds are not polynomially
tight. Are there alternative lower bound methods? Finally, what is the complexity of approximating the
minimal number of states of an nfa?
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